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Abstract

Forest canopy alters the amount of rainfall reaching the surface by redistributing it
as throughfall. Throughfall is critical to watershed ecological variables (soil moisture,
stream water discharge/chemistry, and stormflow pathways) and controlled by canopy
structural interactions with meteorological conditions across temporal scales (from5

seasonal to within-event). This work uses complete linkage cluster analysis to identify
intrastorm rain pulses of distinct meteorological conditions (beginning-of-storm and
internal-to-storm pulses that are atmospherically dry, moderate, or wet), relates each
cluster to intrastorm throughfall responses, then applies multiple correspondence
analyses (MCAs) to a range of meteorological thresholds (median intensity, coefficient10

of variation (CV) of intensity, mean wind-driven droplet inclination angle, and CV
of wind speed) for identification of interacting storm conditions corresponding to
hot moments in throughfall generation (≥ 80 % of rainfall). Equalling/exceeding rain
intensity thresholds (median and CV) corresponded with throughfall hot moments
across all rain pulse types. Under these intensity conditions, two wind mechanisms15

produced significant correspondences: (1) high wind-driven droplet inclination angles
under steady wind increased surface wetting; and (2) sporadic winds shook entrained
droplets from surfaces. Correspondences with these threshold conditions were
greatest for pulses of moderate vapour pressure deficit (VPD), but weakest under high
VPD. Weaker correspondences between throughfall hot moments and meteorological20

thresholds for high VPD pulses may be because canopy structures were not included
in the MCA. In that vein, strongest meteorological threshold correspondences to
throughfall hot moments at our site may be a function of heavy T. usneoides coverage.
Future applications of MCA within other forests are, therefore, recommended to
characterize how throughfall hot moments may be affected along drainage paths25

dependent on different structures (leaves, twigs, branches, etc.).
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1 Introduction

The extent and type of forest cover can exert significant influence over watershed
hydrologic processes through the physiological (transpiration) and physical partitioning
of meteoric water (Bachmair and Weiler, 2011; Carlyle-Moses and Gash, 2011;
Kumagai, 2011; Tanaka, 2011). Physically, when rainfall contacts canopy elements5

(leaves, branches, epiphytes, etc.) it either: (1) is stored and evaporated (as
interception loss), (2) gets diverted along the branch and trunk structures to the soils
surrounding the main stem (as stemflow), or (3) penetrates the gaps and drips from
the canopy (as throughfall). Of these physical rainfall partitions, throughfall represents
the greatest percentage across all measured forest types and climates: 70–90 %10

(Levia and Frost, 2006; Levia et al., 2011). Spatiotemporal patterns in throughfall
inputs are highly heterogeneous across and within storms, leading to “hot” and “cold”
spots and moments of water receipt to forest soils (Stout and McMahon, 1961; Keim
et al., 2005; Zimmermann et al., 2007; Fathizadeh et al., 2014). Throughfall receipt at
the soil surface has been linked to critical watershed-scale ecological variables: soil15

moisture/chemistry (Manderscheid and Matzner, 1995), stream water discharge and
chemistry (James and Roulet, 2006; Inamdar and Mitchell, 2007; Chaves et al., 2008),
and even watershed stormflow pathways (Singh et al., 2014). Thus, understanding and
predicting throughfall spatiotemporal patterns in forests is of critical import to improved
characterization of hydrologic and biogeochemical cycling in wooded watersheds20

(Levia et al., 2011).
Much past research regarding throughfall spatiotemporal patterns has focused on

the spatial configuration of hot and cold spots, and its temporal persistence (e.g.,
Keim et al., 2005; Shachnovich et al., 2008; Zimmermann et al., 2009; Guswa
and Spence, 2012; Fathizadeh et al., 2014). An even greater body of literature25

has identified meteorological and stand structural controls over throughfall temporal
variability (see reviews by Levia and Frost, 2006; Levia et al., 2011), yet research
regarding interactive effects of these two conditions is needed (Pypker et al., 2011).
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Generally for meteorological influences, throughfall has been shown to increase with
rainfall amount and intensity (Helvey and Patric, 1965; Návar and Bryan, 1990;
Crockford and Richardson, 2000; Murakami, 2006), while wind conditions can enhance
canopy capture and diversion of rain to throughfall in individual canopies (Herwitz and
Slye, 1992, 1995) or, when canopy shaking is induced, wind can prevent rainwater5

coalescence on canopy elements, thereby increasing throughfall drip (Calder, 1996;
Hall, 2003; Nanko et al., 2006). But, under what combination of these meteorological
conditions, or combination of thresholds in these conditions, will a forest canopy permit
the greatest or least throughfall generation? Further, these meteorological-throughfall
interactions are primarily based on storm-level data, which lump multiple intrastorm10

rain-throughfall pulses together and neglect that these pulses may produce contrasting
rain-throughfall responses.

In terms of canopy structural impacts on throughfall generation, leaf shape,
configuration, and surface hydrophobicity can alter water storage and, therefore,
throughfall amount (Horton, 1919; Keim et al., 2006; Holder, 2013; Rosado and15

Holder, 2013). Bark structures and branching architecture may also affect throughfall
generation by changing water storage (Herwitz, 1985), yet can further amend
throughfall by geometric branch orientation impacting the interchange between drip
and stemflow drainage (Herwitz, 1987; André et al., 2008). Another factor able to
increase canopy water storage at the expense of throughfall is epiphyte coverage20

(Hölscher et al., 2004; Pypker et al., 2006a, b; Köhler et al., 2007; Van Stan et al.,
2014). However, despite epiphytes’ capability to store water in excess of 1000 % of
their dry weight, this storage is reduced in situ as epiphytes are not typically able to
dry completely between storms (Hölscher et al., 2004; Pypker et al., 2006b, 2011). Yet,
when saturated, stable epiphyte structures may be able to generate hot moments/spots25

of throughfall generation depending on meteorological conditions (Zimmermann et al.,
2007). Along the southeastern US coastline, stable epiphyte structures – Tillandsia
usneoides L. (Spanish moss) – are prevalent throughout maritime forests (Schlesinger
and Marks, 1977; Husk et al., 2004; Van Stan et al., 2014). How do throughfall pulses
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respond to rainfall pulses occurring under contrasting meteorological conditions for
forests of heavy T. usneoides coverage? Moreover, is there a cocktail of meteorological
conditions under which throughfall amounts beneath T. usneoides-covered forests are
enhanced?

Our study seeks to investigate such questions at the intersection of forest structural5

and meteorological conditions by: (1) using intrastorm hydrometeorological monitoring
and complete-linkage cluster analysis to identify distinct categories of intrastorm
rainfall pulses, (2) examine whether these rain pulse categories differentially affect
within-event throughfall generation; and (3) apply Multiple Correspondence Analysis
(MCA) to detect threshold meteorological conditions (rainfall inclination angles, wind10

speed variability, rain intensity, and variability in rain intensity) conducive to intrastorm
hot moments in canopy throughfall generation (≥ 80 % of rainfall) for all pulses and
individual pulse categories. We hypothesized that intrastorm rain-throughfall pulses
will: (1) generally break into beginning or internal storm pulses under dry or wet
atmospheric conditions, (2) produce significantly different throughfall amounts, (3)15

generate hot moments in throughfall generation (≥ 80 % of rainfall) under consistently
high wind, low vapour pressure deficit (VPD), and high rain intensity conditions across
the categories as this will minimize the epiphyte’s storage effect.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Study site description20

St. Catherine’s Island (SCI) is situated along the Georgia coast (Fig. 1) in the
subtropical climate (Köppen Cfa) zone, where temperatures rarely dip below freezing
during the winter (GA-DNR-WRD, 2013). 30 year mean annual rainfall is approximately
950 mm yr−1, but can be as low as 750 mm yr−1 or high as 1200 mm yr−1 (GA Office
of the State Climatologist, 2012). In summer, rainfall is dominated by convective25

thunderstorms due to the Bermuda high-pressure system, producing mean 30 year
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rainfall ranging from 65 to 150 mm month−1 between May and August. Winter rainfall is
sparser (0–100 mm month−1 between November and February) as the Bermuda high
can drive fronts northward. The biometeorological monitoring site is in a Quercus
virginiana Mill. (southern live oak) forest (Fig. 1) where, according to the National
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) Web Soil Survey, soils beneath are mainly5

Foxworth series, with low slope (0–3 %) and deep, moderately well-drained fine
sands with high permeability (Ksat = 15–51 cm h−1). Stand density is 278 trees ha−1,
containing 48.7 m2 of basal area ha−1. Quercus virginiana Mill. (southern live oak) is
the dominant canopy cover in this plot (58 % of species), followed by a variety of other
species at comparatively low proportions – 18 % Carya glabra Miller (pignut hickory),10

18 % Pinus taeda L. (loblolly pine), 3 % Juniperus virginiana L. (eastern red cedar), and
3 % Sabal palmetto (Walt.) Lodd. (sabal palm) – with small diameters at breast height
(dbh: range from < 10 cm to 20 cm). In the 1 ha plot, Q. virginiana accounts for 85.7 % of
trees over 20 cm dbh and has a mean dbh of 36.6cm±13.1cm standard deviation. This
maritime Q. virginiana forest hosts substantial T. usneoides cover: 4 convex spherical15

densiometer measurements (north, south, east, and west) over 15 plots randomly
throughout the 1 ha site estimate T. usneoides coverage at 17.1 % of the canopy area
±6.5 % standard deviation – and a maximum of 32.3 % of the canopy area. This is
a striking abundance of epiphyte cover as similar densiometer measurements focusing,
more conventionally, on canopy cover percentage estimate total canopy coverage at20

68.8 %, which reveals that T. usneoides-covered canopy represents nearly one-quarter
of the total cover at this plot on SCI.

2.2 Hydrometeorological monitoring

Hydrometeorological monitoring at SCI began in September 2013 and conclusion
of data collection for this analysis was on 31 July 2014. Meteorological conditions25

were monitored continuously (at a 5 min interval) using Climatronics Corp. instruments
(Bohemia, New York, USA), including a: 20.3 cm dual-chambered tipping bucket rain
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gauge (model 100097-G0-H0) for rainfall, wind speed/direction sensor (model 102870)
installed 2 m above ground elevation, and relative humidity/temperature sensor
outfitted with a naturally-aspirated radiation shield (model 102798). All meteorological
monitoring instruments were interfaced to a single Campbell Scientific CR1000
datalogger, and the station was situated in the open, about 1 km westward of the5

throughfall monitoring equipment. Vapour pressure deficit (VPD) was computed from
temperature and relative humidity values every 5 min. Rainfall inclination angles were
calculated every 5 min per the following process: (1) relate intensity to median droplet
size using Law and Parsons’ (1943) formula, then determine terminal fall velocity of
the median droplet size (Gunn and Kinzer, 1949) and, finally, the inclination angle is10

the arctangent of the ratio between mean wind speed and terminal fall velocity (as
described in further detail by Herwitz and Slye, 1995 and Van Stan et al., 2011).
Wind run (km) was also computed at the 5 min interval as the product of mean wind
speed (km h−1) and duration (h). Intrastorm throughfall monitoring was done using
seven 3.048 m long and 10.16 cm diameter PVC troughs oriented at a moderate slope,15

with a 5.08 cm slot cut lengthwise to accept and drain throughfall from each trough
to a Texas Electronics (Dallas, Texas, USA) TR-525I tipping bucket gauge. Each
trough-tipping bucket assembly was arranged randomly in place and direction within
a 50m×50m subplot and interfaced with a Campbell Scientific CR1000 datalogger
set to record observations at 5 min intervals. Total 5 min throughfall observations were20

computed as the sum of all gauges (mL) divided by the sum of their area (cm2). PVC
trough angles were measured directly with a digital clinometer to correct trough area
calculations. It is important to note that, per the manual, a TR-525I gauge is accurate
(±1 %) only up to 50 mm h−1 at the standard 186.1 cm2 funnel area (verified with
field calibration). By expanding the area for each TR-525I gauge nearly 8 times with25

the PVC troughs, this lowers the gauge ±1 % accuracy range proportionally, limiting
rainfall intensities to ≤ 6.25 mm h−1 in theory. Field calibration showed the trough-gauge
assembly to be ±5 % accurate at rainfall intensities ≤ 10 mm h−1, which was acceptable
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for our study site as the maximum throughfall intensity measured during the monitoring
period was 6.15 mm h−1.

2.3 Pulse delineation and defining a throughfall “hot moment”

Using discrete storm classification criteria – any measureable rainfall preceded by
a minimum 8 h antecedent dry period (ADP) – 56 storms without clogs or gauge5

malfunctions were collected during the hydrometeorological monitoring period. Yet,
this study seeks to characterize and explore the temporal dynamics of individual
rainfall-throughfall pulses within storm events themselves. Rainfall pulses were, thus,
separated from each discrete event when the following conditions were met: (i) any
continuous rainfall ≥ 10 min in duration with (ii) a minimum antecedent dry period of10

30 min, and (iii) a corresponding identifiable pulse of throughfall. 41 % (23) of the
discretely-defined events consisted of one rainfall-throughfall pulse, and the mean
number of pulses per discrete storm was approximately 3. Of the total intrastorm rain
pulses, 69 were included in the following analyses. Intrastorm rain pulses not included
in the analyses were those with throughfall responses too close together for adequate15

separation (violating condition 3, above).
Defining hot moments in ecosystem processes has evolved to include a diversity

of phenomena (Bundt et al., 2001; McClain et al., 2003; Vidon et al., 2010; Andrews
et al., 2011; Liengaard et al., 2014), most notably based on whether the process being
considered is temporarily and significantly elevating (i) reaction rates or (ii) transport of20

materials (Vidon et al., 2010). Hot moments of elevated reaction rate may, for instance,
focus on time periods where nutrient pools are consumed, augmented, or altered in
quality or chemical character. Alternatively, periods of elevated solute or water flux to
an ecosystem compartment during storm events may be considered transport-driven
hot moments. This study seeks to identify transport-driven hot moments during storm25

events (specifically, enhanced translation of rainfall pulses into throughfall pulses by
forest canopies) and characterize the combination of meteorological thresholds under
which these throughfall transport hot moments occur. As past research regarding
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transport-driven hot moments have used percentages compared to the norm (e.g.,
Vidon et al., 2010; Andrews et al., 2011), we will define throughfall hot moments
as those whose percentage of incident rainfall are much greater than the average
observed for the canopy being monitored (73 %). The degree to which intrastorm
throughfall responses to rain pulses are “hot” compared to this mean value is, to some5

extent, relative. But, as there is an upward bound of 100 %, and there is only 27 %
between the mean and this upward bound, we chose to consider the lower threshold
of any throughfall transport hot moment to be 80 % of the corresponding rain pulse.

2.4 Statistical analyses

Non-uniformly distributed rainfall characteristics necessitated hierarchical cluster10

analysis for indentifying unique rainfall pulse groupings (Tan et al., 2005). To avoid
or minimize variable redundancy, the cluster analysis was performed on rain amount,
CV of intensity, wind run, VPD, and ADP. Under the single linkage amalgamation
rule, clusters fell prey to chaining. As a result, the complete linkage amalgamation
rule was applied. Then, clusters were selected from the resulting hierarchical tree15

plot and associated statistical measures. Throughfall amount, percentage of rainfall,
and intensity data were skewed and, since throughfall events are not dependent
on previous throughfall events, non-parametric statistical comparisons of throughfall
among the rainfall pulse clusters were performed via Kruskal Wallis ANalysis Of
VAriance (ANOVA) tests. Then, to identify threshold meteorological conditions under20

which throughfall generation (as a percentage of rainfall) is maximized (throughfall
“hot moments”), Multiple Correspondence Analyses (MCAs) were applied to all storm
pulses and each rainfall pulse cluster (for a more detailed explanation of MCA, readers
are referred to Van Stan et al., 2011). In this case, MCA required binary-coded
threshold values for (i) when throughfall amounts are considered high relative to the25

norm (we chose ≥ 80 % of rainfall for this site), and (ii) chosen 5 min meteorological
conditions: rainfall inclination angle, rain intensity, and intermittency expressed as CV
of wind speed and intensity. Threshold values were chosen through an optimization
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process seeking the best combination of a range of meteorological condition thresholds
yielding the highest overall correspondence (or statistical inertia) for two dimensions
when using all pulses, and one dimension when using individual pulse cluster data.
Potential thresholds for: rainfall inclination angle were 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, and 25◦ ;
intensity were 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9 mm 5 min−1; CV intensity were 0.75, 1.0,5

1.25, and 1.5 mm 5 min−1; and CV wind were 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0 m s−1. The
optimization process yielded maximum inertia values for a rainfall inclination angle
≥ 17◦ (A:1 vs. A:0), intensity ≥ 0.6 mm 5 min−1 (I:1 vs. I:0), CV 5 min wind speed
≥ 0.6 m s−1 (CVW:1 vs. CVW:0), and a CV intensity ≥ 1 mm 5 min−1 (CVI:1 vs. CVI:0).
Dimension %-inertia values all met the “rule of 1” (e.g., Preisendorfer et al., 1981),10

where correspondence attributed to the dimension must account for at least more than
the %-inertia that could be attributed by any individual variable (e.g., 5 total variables
including the throughfall threshold= 1/5 = 20 % of inertia).

3 Results

3.1 Rainfall pulse clustering and characteristics15

Total rainfall produced by the pulses included in this analysis was 552.8 mm (Table 1),
which represents nearly 70 % of the approximately 800 mm total annual rainfall for
2013–2014 at SCI. Median rainfall amount of all pulses was 2.7 mm (Table 1), with
the greatest rainfall pulse producing 54.2 mm of low intensity over 15 h (intensity =
3.46 mm h−1). Median rain intensity for all pulses was 0.8 mm h−1, with a standard20

error of 0.28 mm h−1. The intensities of the rain pulses did not exceed 6.74 mm h−1.
For all rain pulses, wind speed and run medians were 1.7 m s−1 and 21 km (Table 1),
with maximums of 4.9 m s−1 and 428 km, respectively. Measures of event intermittency
included CV rainfall intensity and wind speed. Median CV rainfall intensity for all storm
pulses was 0.8 mm 5 min−1 with a low standard error (Table 1), yet CV wind speed25

median was even lower (0.4 m s−1) with an even lower standard error (0.07). VPD
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median for all rain pulses was less than 100 Pa, which pairs well with the median ADP
for this group being only 4 h (Table 1).

Complete linkage clustering revealed four distinct groups of rainfall pulses, for which
select storm conditions (those with the greatest variability among clusters) are provided
(Table 1). Since the largest number of rainfall pulses are cluster 3 (29 of 69), it is no5

surprise that it accounts for the largest proportion of total rainfall (Table 1). Rainfall
pulse clusters 2 and 4 were roughly equivalent in total rainfall amounts, despite cluster
4 having a greater number of observations (Table 1). Cluster 1 rainfall characteristics
indicate that these rainfall pulses are typically low magnitude storms (lowest median
rain amount of all clusters) of steady intensity (lowest median CV intensity of all10

clusters), low wind speed (lowest median wind run of all clusters) and high atmospheric
dryness (highest median VPD of all clusters) (Table 1). Having the highest median
ADP by nearly an order of magnitude, cluster 1 also represents those rain pulses that
begin after long dry periods – which further explain the high median VPD (Table 1).
Rainfall characteristics for pulse cluster 2 showed moderate magnitude storms of the15

highest median CV intensity for all clusters and second-highest median VPD (Table 1).
Although median wind runs for rain pulse cluster 2 were second-lowest of all clusters,
the standard error in wind is so large (largest of all clusters) that wind does not appear
to be an important determinant of this type of rain pulse (Table 1). Short ADPs for
cluster 2 indicate these rain pulses occur sometime after the initial pulse of discrete20

storm events (Table 1).
The largest cluster, cluster 3, also produced the largest median rainfall magnitude

and wind run (Table 1). The shortest median ADP of low standard error in conjunction
with a median very low VPD (one-quarter of the next lowest cluster) shows cluster 3
represents rain pulses occurring after initial pulses, during the wettest and windiest25

portion of discrete storm events (Table 1). Rain pulses in cluster 4 are of moderate
magnitude, windiness, and VPD compared to the other clusters, yet these pulses’
elevated variability in rainfall intensity ranks second-highest (Table 1). Median ADP
being at nearly 10 h confirms that cluster 4 rain pulses include those occurring at the
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start of discrete storm events (ADP≥ 8 h) of very short preceding dry periods (Table 1).
The standard error of ADP for cluster 4 is high enough (±8.5 h), however, to show
that cluster 4 also contains intrastorm rainfall pulses under moderate windiness and
atmospheric dryness that occur after a discrete storm’s initial pulse (Table 1).

3.2 Throughfall generation from rainfall pulse clusters5

Total throughfall produced by all rain pulses was 405.3 mm, totalling 73 % of the
rainfall analysed in this study (Table 2). Median throughfall expressed as a percentage
of all rainfall pulses was roughly equivalent (Table 2). CV of throughfall intensity
across all rain pulses was generally higher than the median throughfall intensity
(Table 2). Sums of throughfall generation per rain pulse cluster mirrored the trends10

seen for the total rainfall from the pulse clusters themselves: with the greatest
overall throughfall depth measured from cluster 3’s low VPD, windy, internal storm
pulses and the lowest under cluster 1’s high VPD initial storm pulses of low and
steady rain intensity conditions (Table 2). No statistically significant differences were
observed in the response of throughfall intensity to differing rainfall pulse clusters, as15

median intensities (and their standard error) were relatively low (Table 2). However,
interestingly, the atmospherically drier rainfall pulses (clusters 1 and 2) generally
produced greater median throughfall intensities, despite significantly lower throughfall
percentages compared to the atmospherically wetter rain pulse clusters (3 and 4):
H = 20.08, p < 0.001 (Table 2). As expected, median throughfall percent diminished20

proportionally as rain pulse clusters’ increase in median VPD and ADP (Tables 1–
2). Median CV of throughfall intensity only significantly differed between internal rain
pulse clusters 2 and 3 (H = 11.36, p < 0.01; Table 2), which are of contrasting median
atmospheric water demand (169.8 vs. 26.9 Pa VPD), windiness (18.5 vs. 76.5 km wind
run), and intensity intermittency (1.1 vs. 0.6 CV in mm (5 min)−1), respectively (Table 1).25

Greater intermittency of throughfall intensity for rainfall pulse cluster 2 may be a function
on interacting wind-VPD conditions, as cluster 2 exhibited greater median VPD and
lower median wind run compared to cluster 3 (Table 2).
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Examples of data from clusters representing pulses that begin discrete storm
events (clusters 1 and part of cluster 4), including meteorological conditions and their
throughfall response, show distinct differences in intrastorm VPD and wind speed
dynamics (Fig. 2a and b). Declining VPD introduces both starting rainfall pulses, yet for
pulses in cluster 1 (where VPD and wind speeds are high) the throughfall response was5

relatively muted (Fig. 2a). The start-of-storm example rain pulse for cluster 4, however,
produced a more reactive throughfall response under diminished VPD and wind speed
conditions (Fig. 2b). Example throughfall responses to rain pulses internal to discrete
storm events (clusters 2, 3 and some pulses of 4) are provided in Fig. 3a–c. The most
notable difference among these internal rainfall pulses and their throughfall response10

is in relation to intrastorm VPD conditions, with the driest atmospheric conditions for
cluster 2 (Fig. 3a), moderate conditions for cluster 4’s internal pulses (Fig. 3b), and wet
atmospheric conditions for cluster 3 (Fig. 3c).

3.3 MCA results: temporal hot moments in throughfall generation

Significant eigenvalues for two dimensions were found for a MCA analyzing all 6915

rain-throughfall pulses, accounting for 61 % of the statistical inertia (Fig. 4). Sign
and proximity of points on each dimension show degree of correspondence between
the selected storm conditions and throughfall generation ≥ 80 % (TF80:1) or < 80 %
(TF80:0) (Fig. 4). Just as in similar multivariate analyses (e.g., Principal Components
Analysis), proximity and sign must be considered for each MCA dimension individually20

as they are orthogonal and, therefore, do not correspond to each other. Thus, the zero-
axis for dimension 1 is a solid line; whereas this axis for dimension 2 is dashed (Fig. 4).
Dimension 1 of the MCA map that includes all rain-throughfall pulses shows a grouping
of TF80:1 with other points of positive sign (Fig. 4). These points represent interacting
meteorological conditions corresponding to the majority of pulses where throughfall25

production was ≥ 80 % of precipitation (TF80:1 hot moments). Dimension 1 positive
meteorological conditions indicate rain pulses producing TF80:1 hot moments have
high wind-related droplet inclination ≥ 17◦ (A:1) under consistent winds that vary less
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than 0.6 m s−1 per 5 min period (CVW:0) with intrastorm rainfall intensities ≥ 0.6 mm
5 min−1 (I:1) that vary by ≥ 1 mm 5 min1 (CVI:1) (Fig. 4). Thus, the majority of TF80:1
hot moments for all pulses correspond to rain pulses of consistent wind-driven, inclined
rainfall under high, but also highly variable, intensities (Fig. 4). The second dimension of
Fig. 4 shows another significant correspondence of TF80:1 hot moments with a second5

mixture of meteorological conditions, also in the positive domain. Meteorological
conditions corresponding to TF80:1 hot moments on the second dimension include
highly variable winds ≥ 0.6 m s−1 per 5 min period (CVW:1) that generally do not incline
rainfall ≥ 17◦ (A:0), with rainfall intensity ≥ 0.6 mm 5 min−1 (I:1) that, like dimension
1’s grouping, is variable ≥ 1 mm 5 min1 (CVI:1) (Fig. 4). Therefore, in addition to the10

rain pulses identified in dimension 1, TF80:1 hot moments may correspond to non-
inclined rainfall under intermittent wind conditions (Fig. 4). Regardless of dimensional
differences in wind conditions and inclination angle, rain pulses of high and variable
intensity consistently corresponds to TF80:1 hot moments for this canopy. Intuitively,
rain pulses producing TF80:0 (< 80 % of rainfall) occur during the opposite conditions15

as shown by the grouping of points in the negative domains of both dimensions (Fig. 4).
To ascertain which of the pulse cluster types contribute most to these two storm

condition types conducive to TF80:1 hot moments (sustained wind-driven inclined rain
vs. intermittent winds with non-inclined rain), MCAs were applied to the atmospherically
dry (clusters 1 and 2; Fig. 5a), wet (cluster 3; Fig. 5b) and intermediate (cluster 4;20

Fig. 5c) intrastorm rain pulses. Dry pulses (clusters 1 and 2), whether at the beginning
of, or internal to, a storm, show a significant correspondence between TF80:1 hot
moments and the Fig. 4, dimension 1 storm conditions – A:1, CVW:0, I:1, and CVI:1
– by grouping in the negative domain (Fig. 5a). Occurrence of TF80:1 hot moments
under low VPD conditions (cluster 3), alternatively, grouped with the Fig. 4, dimension25

2 type storm conditions in the negative domain (without correspondence with highly
variable rain intensity – CVI:1) (Fig. 5b). For rain pulses under moderate atmospheric
moisture demand (cluster 4), TF80:1 hot moments showed the greatest percent of
the MCA Chi-square, corresponding very strongly with Fig. 4, dimension 1 type storm
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conditions, yet in the positive domain (Fig. 5c). Since three of the four pulse clusters’
TF80:1 correspond most strongly with Fig. 4, dimension 1 storm conditions, it is
not surprising that Fig. 4 dimension 1 represents the greater percent inertia for all
storms (Fig. 4). Interestingly, the order of the closest corresponding meteorological
condition thresholds to TF80:1 varied for dry vs. moderate VPD rain pulses: where5

intensity thresholds (I:1 and CVI:1) were closer to TF80:1 under drier VPD conditions
(Fig. 5a), and variability, particularly wind, thresholds (CVW:0 and CVI:1) were closer
under moderate VPD conditions (Fig. 5c). Groupings of meteorological conditions with
TF80:1 hot moments are tightest for moderate VPD rain pulses (cluster 4; Fig. 5c),
followed by those with low VPD (cluster 3; Fig. 5b), then, loosest for those with high10

VPD (clusters 1 and 2, Fig. 5a). Percent explained inertia for each MCA map also
followed this trend (Fig. 5a–c). Correspondences with TF80:0 events for each of these
pulse-specific MCAs grouped with the opposite meteorological conditions, as expected
for this method (Fig. 5a–c).

4 Discussion15

Throughfall dynamics in a variety of forest settings have been examined with respect
to meteorological conditions at the interstorm and (more rarely) intrastorm scale (Levia
et al., 2011), yet recent work has shown that many ecohydrological processes occur
under fine-scale temporal biogeochemical and transport-driven hot moments (McClain
et al., 2003; Vidon et al., 2010; Andrews et al., 2011; Liengaard et al., 2014). Still,20

the authors are unaware of any previous work characterizing intrastorm rainfall pulse
types (i.e., Table 1), relating these rain pulse types to their throughfall response
(as shown in Table 2 and Figs. 2–3), and identifying interacting meteorological
conditions under which throughfall can be momentarily enhanced (like those in Figs. 4–
5). This is surprising since throughfall, as a transport-driven hot moment, brings25

critical moisture and dissolved solute supplies to the litter and soil which could, in
turn, disproportionately enhance biogeochemical processes (Levia and Frost, 2006;
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Andrews et al., 2011; Singh et al., 2014). The inverse relationship between median
throughfall percentages and VPD across the intrastorm rain pulse clusters (Tables 1–
2) agrees with previous work across temporal scales, as drier atmospheric conditions
likely evaporate splash and intercepted rain droplets which would have otherwise
become throughfall (Llorens et al., 1997; Staelens et al., 2008; Mair and Fares, 2010).5

High windiness associated with the atmospherically wettest rain pulse (cluster 3,
Fig. 3c) no doubt enhanced droplet capture and routing through the canopy, or through
shaking-off entrained droplets (Hörmann et al., 1996; Nanko et al., 2006; Mair and
Fares, 2010; Kato et al., 2013).

Meteorological factors corresponding with TF80:1 hot moments at this site for all10

pulses and both MCA dimensions in Fig. 4 were high intensity (I:1) with a large
CV (CVI:1). Direct relationships between rain intensity and throughfall intensity have
been reported by past literature (e.g., Bryant et al., 2005; Sraj et al., 2008; Kato
et al., 2013), however the determination of a threshold over which more rain is
typically translated into throughfall has not, to our knowledge, been reported. Note15

that threshold values found in this study may not be applicable to other locations, as
threshold intensities where throughfall hot moments are more likely, for example, may
be canopy structure dependent (just as Nanko et al. (2006) observed that throughfall
droplet size distribution – which is related to intensity – can vary as a function of
leaf form). A rain pulse of large CVI in conjunction with high median rain intensity20

may overflow throughfall pathways and, perhaps a large boost in rain intensity could
even allow this overflow to bypass storage on new surfaces. Such a bypass event
would diminish not only storage (compared to throughfall generation), but evaporative
losses as the canopy and trunk storage supplying evaporation would be reduced.
The ability for canopy water storage to be reduced under high rainfall intensities25

(and thus, large rain-drops) has been debated during development of a variable-
storage capacity parameter for the reformulated Gash interception model (Valente
et al., 1997; Price and Carlyle-Moses, 2003; Carlyle-Moses, 2004; Keim, 2004), yet
the authors are unaware whether a broadly-accepted mechanism has been described
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(latest discussion in Levia et al., 2011). Beyond the shared rain intensity characteristics
for the “all pulses” MCA plot, storms of the highest correspondence with TF80:1 hot
moments (Fig. 4, dimension 1) reached or exceeded a wind-driven rainfall inclination
angle threshold (A:1) under steady (low CV wind speed) wind conditions. Rain pulse
conditions under Fig. 4, dimension 2 did not require high rainfall inclination angles (A:0)5

to produce a corresponding TF80:1 hot moment, as the wind speed’s high CV may
create enough stops-and-starts to allow substantial rain intensities to load the canopy
with entrained droplets, ripe for vibrational detachment when wind does start. Both
of these mechanisms of throughfall enhancement – (dimension 1) increased wetting
due to strong, consistent windy conditions inclining rainfall/breaking-up droplets, and10

(dimension 2) canopy vibrational release of entrained droplets – have been discussed
or observed in previous work (Hörmann et al., 1996; Nanko et al., 2006; Mair and
Fares, 2010; Kato et al., 2013).

Threshold meteorological conditions correspondent to TF80:1 hot moments differed
across the rainfall pulse types identified by the cluster analysis (Fig. 5). Under dry to15

moderate VPD (Fig. 5a and c), rainfall pulses corresponded to TF80:1 hot moments
during meteorological conditions similar to those discussed above regarding Fig. 4,
dimension 1. Yet, strength of correspondence and order of the closest corresponding
meteorological thresholds varied between rain pulse (1) intensity characteristics
(median and CV of intensity) corresponding most strongly to TF80:1 hot moments20

under drier atmospheric conditions (Fig. 5a), and (2) low variability of wind and then
high variability of intensity for more moderate atmospheric water demands (Fig. 5c).
Weaker correspondences between TF80:1 and meteorological condition thresholds
under higher VPD could be a result of other corresponding variables not included,
like canopy structural variables as they tend to drive rainfall partitioning when able25

to more rapidly store, distribute and evaporate intercepted droplets (Crockford and
Richardson, 2000; Marin et al., 2000; Dietz et al., 2006; Oyarzún et al., 2011). Thus,
the rainfall intensity threshold would, logically, plot closest to TF80:1 in the MCA
plot for rain pulses of higher VPD (Fig. 5a) as it would be the strongest driver in
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developing throughfall generation by overcoming canopy structural storage/evaporation
controls over throughfall proportions (e.g., Price and Carlyle-Moses, 2003; Link et al.,
2004; André et al., 2011). When VPD constraints are more moderate during rainfall
pulses, meteorological thresholds such as consistent wind (CVW:0) sustaining high
rainfall inclination angles (A:1) under variable intensity (CVI:1) plot closer to TF80:1,5

becoming more critical to the enhanced translation of rain into throughfall (Fig. 5c).
Alternatively, under the wettest VPD conditions (Fig. 5b), consistently high wind speeds
(CVW:0) inclining rainfall (A:1) corresponds very closely in the MCA map with the
absence of throughfall hot moments (TF80:0). Low VPD conditions conducive to
high throughfall percentages correspond strongest with inconsistent wind conditions10

(CVW:1) – of course, inconjunction with steady, high rain pulse intensity (Fig. 5b, CVI:0
and I:1). Correspondence of TF80:1 hot moments with erratic wind conditions and
low rainfall inclination angle may seem counter-intuitive; however, it stands to reason
that consistent wind inclining rainfall may actually reduce droplet detachment (to form
throughfall) as a result of two mechanisms: (1) consistent wind can break rainfall into15

finer droplets which are more easily evaporated; and (2) which saturate greater canopy
surface area, increasing water storage available to evaporation (Calder, 1996; Nanko
et al., 2004, 2006; Murakami, 2006). Further, when the atmosphere has a low water
vapour demand (as for the MCA map in Fig. 5b), wind can play a more significant role
in facilitating evaporation (Penman, 1948; Priestly and Taylor, 1972).20

Efforts to characterize the influence of interacting meteorological conditions on
throughfall have been few, and primarily limited to stepwise regression (e.g., Staelens
et al., 2008; André et al., 2011) and analytical models (e.g., Rutter et al., 1971; Calder,
1977; Valente et al., 1997; Keim and Skaugset, 2004; Trinh and Chui, 2013). To the
knowledge of the authors, none of these have been applied to identify a mixture25

of threshold meteorological conditions under which throughfall may be preferentially
enhanced (as is possible with MCA and demonstrated in Figs. 4–5). The MCA
methodology described here can be applied across a range of conditions at other
sites, provided the hydrometeorological data is available at the desired temporal
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resolution. This may enable cross-site comparisons of differing forest structure
(e.g., with and without heavy epiphyte cover) control over meteorological thresholds
conducive to enhanced translation of rain into throughfall. Perhaps the cocktail of
meteorological condition thresholds corresponding to throughfall hot moments in this
maritime subtropical Q. virginiana forest is, in no small part, a function of the heavy5

T. usneoides coverage. Several studies have shown that epiphyte biomass, despite
having a large potential canopy water storage, oftentimes are not sufficiently dry
in situ to significantly enhance interception losses (Hölscher et al., 2004; Pypker et al.,
2006a; Van Stan et al., 2014). As T. usneoides grows in a pendulous form, primarily
drooping from branch confluences toward the surface, its structure (when saturated)10

may be the primary interaction with these threshold meteorological conditions to
promote preferential throughfall drainage. Similar mechanisms for spatially-enhanced
throughfall production have been discussed by others in the tropics (e.g., Zimmermann
et al., 2007). Where throughfall drainage pathways depend on other canopy structures
(leaves, twigs, branches, etc.), meteorological interactions and condition thresholds15

may differ with regards to adequately preparing those elements for throughfall hot
moments within storms.

5 Conclusions

This study has identified intrastorm rainfall pulse clusters of distinct meteorological
conditions, characterized their influences over throughfall responses, and applied MCA20

to identify corresponding threshold meteorological conditions under which translation
of rainfall into throughfall was enhanced (TF80:1 hot moments) for an epiphyte-laden
maritime Q. virginiana canopy. Primary meteorological thresholds corresponding with
TF80:1 hot moments across all rain pulse types were, intuitively, intensity variables
(high median and CV of 5 min rainfall intensity). Conditions on either side of the25

wind-driven rainfall inclination angle and CV wind speed thresholds – in conjunction
with high intensity thresholds – corresponded with TF80:1 hot moments potentially
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as a result of two differing wind-induced throughfall enhancement mechanisms: (1)
increased surface wetting for high wind-driven rainfall inclination angles under steady
(low CV wind speed) wind conditions (MCA map dimension 1); and (2) sporadic start-
stop wind conditions shaking droplets from surfaces – a process where inclination
angle is not entirely necessary. These correspondences were strongest (greatest %5

inertia) during rain pulses of moderate VPD, and weakest under drier atmospheric
moisture conditions. Moderate VPD constraints during rainfall pulses of consistent
wind sustaining high rainfall inclination angles under variable intensity corresponded
strongest to TF80:1 hot moments. Atmospherically wet rain pulse conditions, however,
corresponded strongest with erratic wind speeds during steady, high intensities.10

Weaker correspondences between TF80:1 hot moments and meteorological condition
thresholds for high VPD rain pulses may be due to canopy structural variable controls
not included in the MCA. Thus, we recommend that future research couple canopy
structural thresholds (branch angle, bark thicknesses/roughness, leaf area index,
epiphyte load, etc.) with meteorological thresholds to identify interacting controls15

over throughfall hot moments under high VPD conditions. Meteorological condition
thresholds producing the strongest correspondences to TF80:1 hot moments at St.
Catherine’s Island may be a function of heavy T. usneoides coverage. Throughfall
drainage pathways in other locations may depend on different structures (leaves,
twigs, branches, etc.), suggesting that future applications of MCA within other forest20

stands are needed to characterize how meteorological condition thresholds and
correspondences with moments of enhanced throughfall may be affected by differing
canopy characteristics. Canopy structural variability across sites also calls for caution
when applying threshold values found in this study to other locations.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics for the rainfall pulse clusters identified by complete linkage cluster
analysis.

Median (std. error)
Pulse n Sum rain Rain CV intensity Wind run VPD ADP
Cluster (mm) (mm) (mm (5 min)−1) (km) (Pa) (h)

1 11 41.7 1.5 (1.6) 0.2 (0.2) 4.0 (24.7) 349.6 (89.5) 86.7 (21.5)
2 12 108.3 2.9 (3.3) 1.1 (0.1) 18.5 (37.8) 169.8 (12.3) 4.4 (3.5)
3 29 293.2 5.1 (2.4) 0.6 (0.2) 76.5 (23.4) 26.9 (3.5) 1.4 (3.6)
4 17 109.6 2.5 (1.8) 0.8 (0.2) 16.7 (13.6) 110.5 (5.7) 9.6 (8.5)
All 69 552.8 2.7 (1.1) 0.8 (0.1) 21.0 (11.3) 94.2 (19.2) 4.0 (5.7)
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Table 2. Throughfall pulse characteristics for each cluster identified by complete linkage cluster
analysis. Superscripts indicate the order of medians (from high to low in alphabetical order)
where similar superscripts indicate insignificantly different medians per Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA
(p > 0.05).

Median (std. error)
Pulse n Sum % Rain Intensity CV intensity
Cluster (mm) (%) (mm h−1) (mm (5 min)−1)

1 11 21.6 37 (8)b 0.5 (0.3) 0.9 (0.2)ab

2 12 64.3 66 (6)ab 0.4 (0.4) 1.3 (0.1)a

3 29 241.2 88 (3)a 0.3 (0.2) 0.8 (0.1)b

4 17 78.2 75 (7)a 0.2 (0.3) 0.9 (0.1)ab

All 69 405.3 71 (3) 0.4 (0.1) 0.9 (0.1)
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Figure 1. Location of the biometeorological monitoring site at St. Catherine’s Island, Georgia,
USA and surrounding land use classifications as of 2010.
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Figure 2. Example start-of-storm pulses plotted against major intrastorm meteorological
factors, where (a) shows the archetypical “dry start” after a long ADP (cluster 1 – example
pulse: 0.8 mm rainfall, 0.19 mm throughfall), vs. (b) a more atmospherically moist beginning with
a shorter ADP (some in cluster 4 – example pulse: 4.6 mm rainfall and 3.46 mm throughfall).
5 min rainfall and throughfall intensities shown from top axis with dashed whiskers and bottom
axis with solid whiskers, respectively.
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Figure 3. Interior rain-throughfall pulse examples plotted against major meteorological
conditions, where time from the previous pulse is roughly equivalent, yet atmospheric conditions
range from (a) drier (cluster 2 – example 1.0 mm rainfall, 0.45 mm throughfall), (b) more
moderate (some in cluster 4 – example 2.5 mm rainfall, 2.0 mm throughfall), and (c) wetter
(cluster 3 – example 5.4 mm rainfall, 5.27 mm throughfall). 5 min rainfall and throughfall
intensities shown from top axis with dashed whiskers and bottom axis with solid whiskers,
respectively.
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Figure 4. Two-dimensional multiple correspondence map for all 69 rain-throughfall pulses
showing correspondence between throughfall generation ≥ 80 % rainfall (TF80:1), < 80 %
rainfall (TF80:0), and meteorological conditions: inclination angle ≥ 17◦ (A:1 vs. A:0), rainfall
intensity ≥ 0.6 mm 5 min−1 (I:1 vs. I:0), coefficient of variation in 5 min wind speed ≥ 0.6 m s−1

(CVW:1 vs. CVW:0), coefficient of variation in rainfall intensity ≥ 1 mm 5 min−1 (CVI:1 vs. CVI:0).
Dimension 1 clusters fall to the left/right of the solid 0-line, whereas dimension 2 clusters are
bisected top/bottom by the dashed 0-line.
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Figure 5. One-dimensional MCA maps for (a) atmospherically dry beginning (cluster 1)
and intrastorm (cluster 2) pulses, (b) intrastorm atmospherically wet pulses (cluster 3), and
beginning/intrastorm pulses of intermediate VPD (cluster 4). Strength of correspondence is
indicated first by sign, and second by the proximity of points in the positive or negative domain.
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